Implementation Science Interest Group

“The Conversation Continues: Reducing Challenges and Barriers in Implementation Science Research”

June 3, 2019
1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. Interest Group Session
3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Networking Reception

Agenda

I. Welcome and Remarks Dr. Jemmott

II. Overview: Implementation Science & Where we are today? Dean Gitlin

III. Article Review Dr. Bruneau
   “Making sense of implementation theories, models and frameworks” (2015)

IV. Presentations: Dr. Diamond
   - James E. Connell Jr., Associate Professor, Clinical Director and Research Fellow, A.J. Drexel Autism Institute,
     “The science of the nudge, or changing minds: Linking the methods of systems change to consultation strategies, contingency management and effort.”

   - Roland Wall, Senior Director, Environmental Initiatives Academy Natural Science,
     “Moving Science Off the Loading Dock: From Environmental Research to Environmental Relevance”

V. Q&A Dr. Jemmott

VI. Next Steps
   a. Fall Implementation Science Research Institute Dean Gitlin and Dr. Jemmott
      “Bringing Research to Real World Settings”: October 28-29, 2019
   b. Upcoming Sessions: Dr. Jemmott
      a. July 10, 2019: “Where you are on the pipeline?”
      b. August 7, 2019: Writing group session: Start or progress on your paper, presentation or grant
      c. September 25, 2019: Session Topic to be Determined – What would you like to work on during this time?

VII. Closing Remarks Dean Gitlin and Dr. Jemmott

VIII. Networking Reception – All are welcome!